Frank Perry of Utilities and Energy Management named March FS Employee of the Month

By Donna Goss

Vice President Kyu Whang addressed Facilities Services staff on March 27th who gathered to recognize the first recipients of the newly established Employee of the Month award.

Whang stated, “In difficult times such as these, it’s more important than ever to recognize the hard work and dedication of the outstanding staff within Facilities Services.”

Frank Perry, a project manager in Utilities and Energy management was honored as March FS Employee of the Month. Perry is known as someone who develops creative solutions to solve complex issues while remaining ever conscious of project budget and schedule. Nominators Lanny Joyce and Tim Peer who were standing by to offer their congratulations stated, “Without his personal commitment to, and demonstration of, the organizational values, he and we could not be as successful in doing the very complicated and tightly scheduled work in Utilities and Energy Management.”